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Letf: I+ 1 be a continuous function on a closed interval I. If there exists x E I 
which has period 3 with respect to J; then Li and Yorke [l J proved that f is 
chaotic in the sense that there are not only points x E Z of arbitrarily large 
period, but also uncountably many points x E I which are not even asymptoti- 
cally periodic with respect to j By using only elementary combinatorial facts 
about permutations, it is shown that if there is a point x E Z of period p with 
respect to f, where p is divisible by 3, 5, or 7, then f is chaotic. The proof is 
followed by a study of some related combinatorial problems in symmetric 
groups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I be a closed interval on the real line, and letf: 1+ I be a continuous 
function. The iterates offare defined in the following way: f”(x) = x and 
f”(x) = fPW> f or IZ > 1. The point x E I has period p with respect to 
f if f”(x) = x but f”(x) # x for k < p. The function f is dxzotic if, first, 
there are points x E I of arbitrarily large period and, second, there is an 
uncountable set SC I such that no point x ES is even asymptotically 
periodic (that is, if x E S and if y E I is periodic, then lim SUP~-,~ 1 f”(x) - 
f”(v)/ > 0). Using techniques similar to those of Morse and Hedlund [2], 
Li and Yorke [I] recently proved the remarkable result that if there exists 
a point x E I such that 
or 
f”(x) G x <f(x) -=E f”W 
(1) 
f”(x) <f(x) < x G.f3(x>, 
* The author wishes to thank Rockefeller University for providing the quiet surround- 
ings in which this paper was written. 
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then f is chaotic. In particular, if x E Z has period three with respect to f: 
then f is chaotic. (If x E Z satisfies (l), then, setting Z, [,x9 jw]. I, 
[f(s), .f2(x)] or Z, = [ f(xj, A-], I, -=: [ ,f”(x-), f(s)], we obtain .f( I,) 3 I, and 
f(Zr) 3 fO u I, . This is sufficient to prove that,fis chaotic.) 
The purpose of this note is to prove that if f has a point of period p. 
where p is divisible by 3, 5, or 7, then fis chaotic. This will require only 
combinatorial facts about permutations of five and seven numbers. These 
facts suggest other combinatorial problems. 
Notation. Let m ,> 2 be an integer. The integers a and b are congruent 
modulo m, denoted a :J b (mod mj, if a - b is divisible by nz. Let (a, b) 
denote the greatest common divisor of a and b. Let q(m) denote the number 
of integers a =~ 1, 2,..., m such that (a, m) :- 1. Let S, denote the group 
of permutations of 1, 2 . . . . . m. If 24 .-= (ur , Us . . . . . u,) E A’,,, , then we define 
U, for any integer a by U, .F U, . where a ~-5 I’ (mod m) and 1 5: r I. m. 
2. EQUIVALENT PERMUTATIONS 
Let u = (Ul ) u2 ,..,) ZI,) be a permutation of 1, 2 ,..., m. For integers s 
and t with (t, m) = 1, we define vi --_ u~+(~-~)~, where i - 1, 2 . . . . . m. If 
vi = vj , then s + (i ~~ 1) t 5: s -I- (j -- 1) t (mod m), and so it :G jt 
(mod m). Since (t, m) -= 1, we have i $5 ,j (mod m). Therefore, the numbers 
Vl 3 c’p ,..., v, are distinct, and so u = (c, , zla ,..., u,) is a permutation 01 
1, 2 ,..., m. 
Conversely, let u = (u, , u2 ,..,, u,) and u = (vl , v2 ,..., u,,J be permuta. 
tions in S, . Then u and v are equivalent permutations, denoted u - z), ii 
there exist integers s and t such that vi = U,+(i-l)t for i =- I, 2,..., m (where 
the subscripts are understood modulo m). If u - O, then (t, m) =-; 1. FOI 
example, if u = (ul , u2 , ua , u4 , us) E S, , then u ,- c = (u2 , ug , us . ull 
44) = (%? 9 U5 7 U3 9 Ul > ~3, where s = 2 and t = 3. 
We shall prove that - is an equivalence relation. ZRt u == (ui , ue ,... 
~3, v = (u, , nz ,..., v,), and w = (wl , w2 ,..., w,). Suppose u - P, wit1 
vi = Us+(i-1)t > and v - w, with wi = v,~,+(~_,,,’ . Then 
where S” = s - t + s’t and t” =; t’t. Thus, u - ~1 and v - w imp1 
24 - w. 
Suppose u - v, with I’[ m: u,,.(,+,), . Then (t, m) - 1, and so there ar 
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integers s’ and t’ such that s - t + s’t = t’t = 1 (mod m). Define w = 
Ml , WC? >.*-, ~1 by wi = ~s’+w-w . Then u - w and, by (2), 
wj = ~s'+(i-lb' = us-t+s't+(j-l)t't 
= U,+(j-1) = uj * 
Therefore, w = U, and u - u implies u - U. 
Clearly, u - u for every u E S, , and so - is an equivalence relation. 
If (ul , a2 ,..., urn) - (vr , a2 ,..., v,) with vi = u,+(~-~)~, then the integers 
s and t are uniquely determined modulo m, since v1 = u, and V, = u,+~. 
Since s can be chosen in m ways and t can be chosen in v(m) ways, it 
follows that every equivalence class contains exactly mq(m) permutations. 
There are m! permutations in S, , and so there are m!/mcp(m) = (m - l)!/ 
F(m) equivalence classes of permutations. If m = p is prime, then y(p) = 
p - 1 and (p - l)!/y(p) = (p - 2)! 
Let u = (ul , u2 ,..., a,) ES, , where p is prime. Define s and t by u, = 1 
and u,+~ = p. Then (t,p) = 1. Let vi = ~,+(~-r)~ for i = 1, 2 ,..., p. Then 
fJ = (01 , v2 ,..., v,) = (1, p, us ,..., 0,) E S, , where z+ ,..., v, is a 
permutation of 2, 3,...,p - 1. Clearly, u - v. Therefore, each of the 
( p - 2)! equivalence classes of permutations in S, can be represented by 
a unique permutation of the form (1, p, u3 ,..., v,). 
DEFINITION. An ordered quadruple of real numbers x0 , x1 , x, , x3 is 
properly ordered if 
x3 < xg < x1 < x* 
or (3) 
x3 < x1 < x, < xg . 
A permutation u = (a1 , uz ,..., urn) E S, is properly ordered if the quadruple 
f4 7 % 9 u3 9 up is properly ordered. 
LEMMA 1. Every permutation in S, is equivalent to a properly ordered 
permutation. 
Proof. It suffices to find in each of the (5 - 2)! = 6 classes of permuta- 
tions in S, a properly ordered permutation. These are listed below. 
Equivalence class Properly ordered permutation 
(1, 572, 394) (2, 374, 1, 5) 
(1, 5, 3,4,2) (492, 1, 5, 3) 
(1, 5,4,2, 3) (294, 5, 1, 3) 
(1, 5, 39% 4) (3,4, 572, 1) 
(1, 5, 2,4, 3) (4, 3, 1, 5, 2) 
(1, 524, 3, 2) (3,~ 1~5~4) 
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LEMMA 2. A permutation u in ST is equivaknt to u proper/J, ordered 
permutation if and only if II i.v not equivalent :o tither ( 1. 7. 5. 6 i 3 4) or _ *. ‘... 
(1, 7, 4, 6, 5, 2, 3). 
Proof. Let 1’ r= (1, 7, 2’s , rJ , +, , us , 1.J i- Si . where rg ) . . . . V? IS a 
permutation of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Assume that ti is not equivalent to a properly 
ordered permutation. Then none of the following quadruples is properly 
ordered, since each quadruple is the initial segment of some permutation 
equivalent to v: 
(9 t’6TU7, 197, 
(ii) v5 , 4 , v, , 1, 
(iii) %,%,7,1, 
(iv) v5, u4 , u3, 7, 
(4 v6 , O5 , v4 > v3 3 
(vi) u, , v3 , v6 , 7, 
(vii) 113 > % > 07 > 7. 
If ve ‘,. VT ) then (i) is properly ordered. Therefore, vg c v, , If 
vg < v$j < VT ) then (ii) is properly ordered. Since ZI$ c v, ) it follows that 
2rg -C ug . Similarly, (iii) implies that v3 < uq and (iv) implies that U, < v4 . 
Since v6 < v5 C 0, , it follows from (v) that zig c 21~ , Tf 0, < z’~ < z+ T 
then (vi) is properly ordered. We know that z+ < v3 , and so we must have 
v7 <. c‘3 . Therefore, v6 C: v7 -.c us < vq and zi6 < z+, i zyj Finally, if 
v7 < kl < % 2 then (vii) is properly ordered. Since v, < u3 , we must have 
either o5 < v, or v3 < v5 . This implies that either 
or 
vg r: vg < v, < v3 < v4 
Since us ,..., u, is a permutation of 2, 3,4, $6, this determines the numbers 
v1 exactly. Therefore, if v is not equivalent to a properly ordered permuta- 
tion, then v = (1, 7, 5,6, 3,2,4) or v = (1, 7,4,6, 5,2, 3). But every 
permutation u E S, is equivalent to a unique permutation t’ z-z (I, 7, 
vg ,..., v,). Therefore, if u is not equivalent to a properly ordered permuta- 
tion, then u is equivalent to either (1, 7, 5, 6, 3, 2, 4) or (1, 7,4, 6, 5,2, 3). 
On the other hand, direct computation shows that neither (1,7, 5, 6, 3, 
2,4) nor (1,7,4,6, 5,2,3) is equivalent to a properly ordered permutation. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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3. PERIODS FIVE OR SEVEN IMPLY CHAOS 
We shall show that if f : I + I has a point of period p, where p is 
divisible by 3, 5, or 7, thenfis chaotic. This will require only combinatorial 
facts about properly ordered permutations, and the following simple 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If f t : I -+ I is chaotic for some t > 1, then f is chaotic. 
Proof. Let x be a point of period q with respect to f *. Then f "g(x) = x, 
but f”“(x) # x for k = 1, 2,..., q - 1. Let p be the period of x with 
respect toJ Then x = f”(x) = ftfl(x), and so p >, q. Thus, iff* has points 
of arbitrarily large period, then so does f. 
If x is asymptotically periodic with respect to f, then lim,,, / f”(x) - 
f “( y)j = (, for some periodic point y E I. Consequently, lim,,, I ftn(x) - 
f t”( y)i = 0 and x is asymptotically periodic with respect to f t. Therefore, 
if there is an uncountable set SC I such that no x ES is asymptotically 
periodic with respect to ft, then no x E S is asymptotically periodic with 
respect to f. Thus, if f t is chaotic, then f is chaotic. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : I --+ I be a continuous function on the closed 
interval I. Let x E I have period p with respect to f, where p is divisible by 
3, 5, or 7. Then f is chaotic. 
Proof. If p = 3, then Li and Yorke [l] have shown that f is chaotic. 
Let x E: I have period 5 with respect to $ Then the numbers x, f(x), f2(x), 
f3(x), f"(x) are distinct. Since only the relative size of these numbers is 
important, we can assume that they are simply 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in some order, 
that is, u = (x, f(x), f 2(x), f 3(x), f “(x)) E S5 . By Lemma 1, u is equivalent 
to a properly ordered permutation, and so there are positive integers s 
and t such that the quadruple f”-l(x), fs-l+t(~),fs-l+Zt(x), f”-‘+““(x) is 
properly ordered. Let y = f “-l(x) E I and let g = f t : I-+ I. Since y, 
g( JI), g2( y), g3( y) is properly ordered, the result of Li and Yorke [1] 
shows that g = f” is chaotic. By Lemma 3, the function f is chaotic. 
Let x E I have period 7 with respect to J Then the numbers f i(x) for 
i = 0, I,..., 6 are distinct. Since only the relative size of these numbers is 
important, we can assume that u = (x, f(x), f2(x),..., f”(x)) is a permuta- 
tion of 1, 2, 3 ,..., 7. If u is equivalent to a properly ordered permutation, 
then the argument above shows thatfis chaotic. 
By Lemma 2, if ZJ is not equivalent to a properly ordered permutation, it 
follows that u is equivalent to either (1, 7, 5, 6, 3,2, 4) or (1, 7, 4, 6, 5, 2, 3). 
Suppose that u = (ul, uZ ,..., u,), where ui =fi-l(x), and that u N v = 
(Vl , v2 2.e.2 v7) = (1, 7, 5, 6, 3, 2, 4). Then there exist positive integers s 
Consider the intervals IO =I [I, 21 and 1, -- 14, 51. Since g( I) - 7 and 
g(2) - 4, the continuity of g implies that g(Z”) -: g([l, 21) 3 [4, 7] 3 1, . 
Since g(4) 1 and g(5) 6. it follows that g(f,) :-- g([4, 51) 3 [l, 613 
I,, u I,. The arguments of Li and Yorke show at once that g j’ IS 
chaotic. Thenf is chaotic by Lemma 3. 
Similarly, if (~,f(x) ,..., j”(x)) - (I, 7, 4, 6. 5, 2, 3), then there exist 
4’ -:f”~‘(.~) and g -f’ such that y -= l,g(l) :- 7,g(7) -~-4,...,g(3) -. 1. 
Considering the intervals Z,) [5, 61 and I, [4, 5]? we obtain g(l,) 3, l, 
and g(I,) r) I, u II . Consequently, g -= .fl is chaotic and so f is chaotic. 
Therefore, if x has period 3. 5. or 7 with respect tof, thenfis chaotic. 
Let .Y E I have period y -~ qt, where (1 3, 5, or 7. Let g .f’. Then 
x :./“(x) -=~ g”(x), but g(x) A .Y. Therefore, g :f’ is chaotic. and sofis 
chaotic. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. SOME COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS 
Let 9 be a finite set of “order relations” of the form xi3 < xi, c: *.. < 
xi, 9 where i,, iz ,..., i, are distinct positive integers. Then m satis$es ~2 il 
for every permutation (ul , uz ,..., u,) E S, there exist integers s and t sucf 
that the numbers xa = u,,.(~-~)~ satisfy at least one of the order relation3 
in 9. The subscripts s t (i ~- 1) t are interpreted modulo m. We do noI 
require that (m, t) = 1. To every set 9 of order relations there is associatec 
the following combinatorial problem: Determine all integers m which 
satisfy W. 
For example, let 9 =I {x, < x1 < xz < x3 , x3 < x, <: .x1 < x4>. Ther 
Lemmas 1 and 2 show that 5 satisfies 8 but 7 does not. 
We shall examine the simplest problem of this type. Let .G?V consist o 
the single order relation x1 < x, < ... < x, . Then m satisfies gP if ant 
only if for every (ul , U2 ,,.., 14,) ES, there exist integers s and t such tha 
LEMMA 4. If m satisjes 93, andm divides n, then n sat@fies W, . 
Proox Let nab = n, and let v = (vl , va ,..., v,J E S, . We de&z ui := vi 
for i m-z 1, 2,..., m. Then u1 , U, ,..., U, are distinct integers, which we cal 
assume are 1, 2 ,..., m. Then u == (u, , u, . . . . . u,,) ES, . Since m satisfie 
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gg, there exist s and t which satisfy (4). But u,+(~-~)~ = ZI,~+~-~)~~ =
Y,‘+(~-~)~, , where s’ = sb and t’ = tb. Therefore, n satisfies 9$, . 
LEMMA 5. If m does not satisfy ~3~ and b < g, then mb does not satisfy 
2x9 . 
Proof. If m does not satisfy 9&, , then there exists a permutation 
u = (ul , u2 ,...) urn> E S, such that (4) fails for every s and t. Let b < g and 
mb = n. We construct a permutation v = (II, , v2 ,..., v,) ES, in the 
following way: Each i = 1, 2,..., n can be written uniquely in the form 
i = (q - 1) b + r, where q = 1, 2 ,..., m and r = 1, 2 ,..., b. Define vi = 
u,+(r-1)m. Clearly, 1 <z~~<n and vifvj for 1 <i<j.<n. 
Therefore, v = (zll , v2 ,..., v,J ES, . 
Suppose there exist integers s’ and t’ such that 
v,, < V,‘+t’ < D,‘+et’ < *** < U,‘+(,-1)t’. (5) 
Let s’ = (s - 1) b + r, where 1 < s < m and 1 < r < b. If t’ = 0 
(mod b), then t’ = tb for some integer t, and s’ + jt’ = (s + jt - 1) b + r. 
But this implies that v,,+~~’ = u,+~~ + (r - 1) m for j = 0, l,..., g - 1. 
Subtracting (r - 1) m from each term in (S), we obtain (4). But this is 
impossible, and so t’ + 0 (mod b). 
Let i, je{l, 2 ,..., n}. If i = ri (mod b) and j = ri (mod b), where 
1 << ri < rj < b, then i = (qi - 1) b + ri and j = (qj - 1) b + rj and SO 
vi= uqi+(ri- 1)m 
<rim <(rj-- 1)m 
< uqj + (r, - I) m = rj . 
Suppose that (5) holds for some s’ and r’ with t’ + 0 (mod b). Let 
s’$-(i-l)t’~r~(modb), where riE(l,2 ,..., b} and i=l,2 ,..., g. 
Since b < g, the pigeon hole principle implies that ri = rlc for some 
1 < i < k < g. But t’ + 0 (mod b) implies that s’ + (i - 1)-t’ + s’ + it’ 
(mod b). Therefore, ri+l # ri and k > i + 2. 
If ri+l > ri = rR , then z)~+~ > vk , which contradicts (5). If ri+l < ri = 
rk , then vi+1 < vi , which also contradicts (5). Therefore, (5) is impossible. 
This proves that mb = n does not satisfy 9?‘s . 
LEMMA 6. Let b =plpz ..*pl, where the pi are prime numbers, not 
necessarily distinct, less than g. If m does not satisfy S?g , then aIso mb does 
not satisfy Bg . In particular, b does not satisfy 9, . 
Proyf: If t :-: 1, then b y1 < . . g and Lemma 5 implies that mb does 
not satisfy .9?,, Suppose Lemma 6 holds for integers h composed of 
less than f primes II, , g Let 6’ p1 pi .. p, 1 . Then mh’ does not 
satisfv 9 and so mb’p, 
by kbuc~ik on t. 
mh does not satisfy .IA,, . The Lemma follow\ 
THEOREM 2. The integer m satisfies :X, ij”cmd only iJ’m 2” 
Proqf. Let p be an odd prime, and let (u, , uz ,..., u,,) E S,, . Define s 
and t by u,~ = 1 and u,,~ = 2. Then (t. p) ~- 1, and so u,~,~~ -- I, 2. 
Therefore, u,$ : 1 <. u,$+~ -= 2 i 3 5.: u,$+,~ . Therefore, p satisfies 9, By 
Lemma 4. every number divisible by an odd prime satisfies .g3 
If m is not divisible by an odd prime, then m 2:‘. Since 
2 -.: 3, Lemma 6 shows that 2” does not satisfy C9a . 
This proves Theorem 2. 
It is an open problem to determine the integers which satisfy .‘gU for 
g 2 4. 
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